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before ? They always asked us that; and, being wise,
we always answered that we had not. Then they would
give us one—a real asado of the old days—and they went
off to issue comprehensive orders for meat, music, and red
wine. We always asked for one; our hosts always acceded
on the strict understanding that it was the first that we
had ever had; and we were innocent of perjury, as they
were never quite the same. That is the' charm of an asado.
Sometimes it was a lamb eaten in the deep silence of the
Pampa with that contentment which comes after fifteen
miles in the saddle at a slow gallop. Once the tall Andes
looked over our shoulders as we were eating; and once we
ate oxen roasted whole in the shade of great eucalyptus trees
not far from the broad waters of the Parana, and nothing
was allowed to happen until a respected local resident had
kissed all the ladies present because he always did and it
was a point of honour with him that they should fly shriek-
ing, The full total of our asados is beyond numbering;
for they succeeded one another, each certified to be the very
first that we had ever tasted ; and what remains is a blurred
happy memory of composite occasions, of gracious afternoons
where smiling ladies gave us far too much to eat and poured
wine into glasses far too big for wine, and in the background
somebody was always singing.
Song is the overture and the accompaniment of an asado.
Two figures casually seated under a tree launch suddenly
into the stamping measure of a zamba; and as the deep
chords twang, they sing an interminable song about a lovely
lady and a good deal of money. - For the lyric fancy of
Argentina dwells happily upon mujer and plata; and the
simple air winds in and out, as the hero of the song makes
his fortune and achieves his criolla Undo,. You may sit and
listen to it in the shade; or you may stroll a yard or so
to watch the meat roasting on the ground, hoisted upon its
irons and turned by a formidable figure with a tanned
gaucho face. As you watch it, you feel very far from home.
Perhaps it is the sight of the big knife at the smiling gaucko's

